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STOP THE WAR
26/02/2022

STOP THE WAR IMMEDIATELY!

Continue reading »

CO2 Compensation Spreenauten
15/12/2021

As part of the presentation of our sustainability report for the
2020 business year, we determined our CO2 emissions. We
are very pleased that we were able to reduce our CO2
emissions again this year, despite massive growth. This time
by more than15%.   We offset the remaining 50 tonnes, with a
surcharge of 5 tonnes, this year through PrimaKlima e.V. - by
integrating them into existing forests in Germany, Indonesia
and Nicaragua. It was important to us that these were
existing trees and that the projects met the Gold Standard.
Read more here:  https://www.primaklima.org/ueber-
uns/unsere-projekte/projektstandards/   We see offsetting
through the purchase of certificates as a building block, not
as a solution. In general, we naturally strive for native climate
neutrality.

Continue reading »

Spreenauten - United we stand, divided we fall!
04/03/2021

Diversity is one of the main principles of Spreenauten GmbH
- besides our deep-rooted commitment to the LGBTQ
movement and our commitment to the rescue of refugees at
sea, we support all projects that have a colorful, free and anti-
fascist society as their goal.   From now on we visualize this
with our logo addon, the rainbow including the brown and the
black ray of light. As an internationally operating company
with an international workforce, we strongly oppose any form
of racism, whether in our company or in society.   In addition,
we try to create escape & rescue rooms in our locations and
therefore also mark them with the rainbow.   Spreenauten -
United we stand. Divided we fall!

Continue reading »

Dobby the printer and the chamber of the
Spreenauten

23/02/2021

For some time now, there has been a lot of excitement on
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For some time now, there has been a lot of excitement on
Meeraner Straße. There's a new employee and he's got a lot
on his plate. He works around the clock, never takes a break
and just wants to be fed with tasty data. All in all, he's a real
model employee, but most people don't like his name. His
name is I3 Mk3s, which sounds strange, so he will appear
several times in this news under the name ''Dobby''.    Dobby
is a 3D printer and comes from the house of Prusa in 3
generation. Josef Průša designed the first 3D printer
prototype in 2012 and about 7 years and several upgrades
later Dobby was finally created. It is now one of the best-
selling 3D printers in the world and is part of the RepRap
project. The RepRap project does not come from the
American hip-hop slang, but means Replicating Rapid-
prototyper. These printers can print all the plastic parts that
you need to use the printer, so they are their own spare parts
store, as long as you use them correctly. All you need for the
printers are the right data sets and a production material. The
following materials can be used: ABS, polycarbonate,
polypropylene, nylon and many more. This makes it very
easy to produce radio components from plastic, at low cost
and in a time-saving manner.    Product development is
becoming increasingly important at Spreenauten. Individual
3D printers thus form the basis for the coming expansion into
a 3D printer park. In addition to current projects, such as for
the Weasl (Sneak Preview), we have been producing
components for the individualization of radio technology for
some time. Also installation aids, which help us to perform
installations and work at the customer's site much faster,
were produced with the help of a 3D printer. Thus, a small
printer makes even the biggest customers happy.   We
welcome Dobby to the holy halls and hope he will ...

Continue reading »

Become a Spreedi :)
01/08/2020

The Spreenauten work in an equally exciting and inspiring
industry and can now look back on over 20 years of business
experience (founded in 1999 as a sole proprietorship, since
2011 as Spreenauten GmbH). In addition to the rental and
sale of Motorola radios and software development, we have
been concentrating on the installation of radio cells since the
company was founded - mainly internationally (focus on
Europe) and here on large industrial sites and in large halls.  
For these installation and assembly activities, we are
constantly looking for skilled and motivated helpers and
electricians (m/f/d) who would like to help on site.   We
always work in teams, usually led by an engineer and always
with experienced technicians. Of course we are learning.  
We communicate in German or English - one of these
languages should be mastered at an advanced level.   In
addition to (very) fair conditions (also regarding overtime,
holidays, benefits etc.), we offer a secure and permanent job.
  We are looking forward to receiving your application by e-
mail, gladly with CV and salary expectations to neue-
freunde@spreenauten.de   Here you can find further current
job offers of the Spreenauten GmbH.

https://www.spreenauten.com/funktechnik-news/23-02-2021/3d-printer


Continue reading »

The Spreenauten say: THANK YOU!
09/07/2020

... for an immensely strong first half of 2020! 57% growth in
the first 6 months, and this despite Corona and the
weaknesses in our rental business - this is definitely a reason
to thank all our business partners and friends very much! The
Spreenauten have always been active for a large number of
small, medium-sized and a few large customers - this healthy
basis obviously enables us to survive difficult economic
times, for which we are very grateful. In addition to this, there
is our growing business in the areas of software as well as
hardware development. We have also received the first
orders for our mobile UV disinfection stations. Many thanks!
For you, we are happy to continue to pick up speed and
remain, as we say: customer obsessed!

Continue reading »

End-to-end Video Security Solutions by Motorola
17/06/2020

As a Motorola Platinum Partner, we put out feelers just for the
sake of self-preservation when it comes to news from
Chicago, where the Motorola HQ worldwide is located.   
Today, exciting news reaches us: Motorola Solutions takes
over one of the leading manufacturers of End-to-End video
security solutions. In its segment, IndigoVision is not only a
hardware manufacturer but also a software developer, among
other things for automatic detection of body temperature, an
interesting feature due to the COVID 19 pandemic.   The
synergies resulting from these areas could be even more
interesting. It should be noted that Motorola radios,
especially TETRA radios but also increasingly DMR radios,
are very often used in safety-critical areas - e.g. in airports or
by security forces.   For several years now, we have
recognised that Motorola is increasingly trying to cover areas
other than pure radio communication. Body cams, interesting
dispatcher solutions and the networking of the various
technologies are increasingly becoming the focus of the
group. So far the assessment of Spreenauten GmbH - let
Motorola have its say: CHICAGO - 17 June 2020 - Motorola
Solutions, Inc. (NYSE: MSI) today announced that it has
completed its acquisition of IndigoVision, a UK-based
provider of End-to-End video security solutions.   Based in
Edinburgh, Scotland, IndigoVision develops complete End-to-
End video security solutions, including cameras, video
management software, encoders and storage devices.    The
acquisition demonstrates Motorola Solutions' continued
investment in video security and analytics and reinforces the
company's strategy to become a leading provider of next
generation End-to-End video security solutions.
IndigoVision's products will complement Motorola Solutions'
existing video portfolio, which includes fixed cameras, in-car
and body-worn cameras (body cams) and advanced

https://www.spreenauten.com/funktechnik-news/01-08-2020/job-offer-helper-berlin
https://www.spreenauten.com/funktechnik-news/09-07-2020/spreenauten-gmbh-sales-growth-2020


and body-worn cameras (body cams) and advanced
analytics and software, and will provide enhanced market
reach to a broader customer base.   "We share IndigoVision's
commitment to providing End-to-End video security solutions
that increase security and efficiency," said John Kedzierski,
senior vice president, Video Security and Analytics, Motorola
Solutions. "IndigoVision's End-to-End offering, global ...

Continue reading »

UV disinfection box with new features
16/06/2020

Master Max has once again lent a hand and added some
new features to our UV disinfection box. We are slowly
approaching the prototype stage.   As described in our
Funktechnik News from 22.05.2020 and on our page UV
Disinfection Box for radios, we are currently working on a
system that forces the automatic disinfection of radios during
the charging process. We use UVC radiation as disinfectant.
New features of the UV disinfection box for radios:
Installation of an LCD display This shows the current status
of the device (disinfection timer, status of the lamps)
Installation of a Piezo loudspeaker  If the door is open, a
voice message is displayed, informing you that the door must
be closed to disinfect the radios Installation of an improved
fan design The waste heat, which is mainly generated during
the charging process of the radios, is efficiently dissipated
and is now no longer an issue LED convenience features as
status display The colour of the light can now be used to
quickly identify the current status of the disinfection box:
Green = idle mode (radios can be removed or placed inside)
Red = door open (disinfection is not possible in this state)
Blue = The radios are disinfected Installation of a light barrier
This ensures that there is at least one radio in the box so that
disinfection is not started unnecessarily in idle mode.   A new
YouTube video with the new functions will follow shortly. We
are of course very pleased about your interest. Contact
person for the mobile UV disinfection solution for Hytera and
Motorola radios is our colleague Uwe, e-mail:
support@spreenauten.com 

Continue reading »

DMR or TETRA
15/06/2020

DMR or TETRA - that is the question Hytera shows in the
latest case study that DMR can now keep up with TETRA
radio. The port of Abu Dhabi - "the" transshipment point for
the transport of goods by ship - was completely equipped
with DMR radios and DMR repeaters. The case study is also
interesting because it shows how important autonomous
communication technology is, especially in highly automated
environments and in logistics in general. The Hytera flagship
DMR radios MD785 and PD685 were used in Abu Dhabi, as
was to be expected, and can be compared more closely with
the Motorola DP4801e. In combination with a Hytera DS-
6210 radio cell (digital trunked radio) an advanced Tier III
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6210 radio cell (digital trunked radio) an advanced Tier III
solution was implemented. This is logical, as DMR TIER 3 is
the alternative to TETRA radio. The trend away from TETRA
to DMR has been noticeable for over a decade. In our
opinion, DMR is the faster developing standard, while the
existence of TETRA is often only due to the technology
already available. DMR is more cost-effective and is, in our
opinion, also the open standard. Especially in IT this is often
a decisive advantage over closed systems. We generally
recommend to weigh up exactly what is to be achieved in
complex projects. Preferably with simple user stories, which
we then summarise in a 360° scenario. On this basis, the
question of DMR or TETRA can then be decided. As a
Hytera and Motorola partner, we will of course be happy to
advise you and show you the various possibilities. The Hytera
case study can be found here: https://www.hytera-
mobilfunk.com/en/company/case-
studies/sectors/utilities/case-studies/abu-dhabi-port/

Continue reading »

Mobile UV disinfection for radios
22/05/2020

We are very pleased to present today our Proof of Concept (a
kind of pre-prototype) of our mobile UV disinfection chamber
for radios. Based on the idea that it is difficult to collect and
disinfect all radios on site (e.g. at festivals or in large halls),
we have designed a mobile disinfection station. This station
charges the radios and forces the disinfection at the same
time. Disinfection is done by irradiation with UV light. This
results in a dose on the surface that is lethal for most viruses
(yes, even the corona virus). The current design is not yet the
final design, but a functional prototype. On this prototype we
will then determine which additional technical features we
would like to implement. Further information can be found on
the product website UV disinfection of radio equipment. Of
course we are also happy to receive enquiries and support
similar projects with the experience we have gained so far.  

Continue reading »
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